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Report on ongoing works in SC3C and related WGs – needs for co-ordination. Brief follow-up of
decisions from the Montreal meeting
1

Follow-up of decisions

Follow-up of decisions from the last plenary meeting in Montreal (3C/1129/RM) are summarized as in Annex
A to this report. Most of the decisions were followed up.
2

Activities in the JWG 11

JWG 11 with ISO/TC 145 met in London (BSI) on 5th and 6th April 2004. Received comments from both IEC
NCs and ISO NBs on 3C/1093/CDV (a.k.a. ISO/DIS 80416-4): Basic principles for graphical symbols for use
on equipment – Part 4: Supplementary guidelines for the adaptation of graphical symbols for use on screens
and displays (icons) were compiled together and worked by the members. Nine experts four countries
including convener (H. Ikeda), secretary (L. Ellis) and succeeding secretary (B. Stratton) participated. The
project leader (R. Hodgkinson) reflected resolved improvement to the CDV/DIS texts, with modification of
sub-title. The next stage will be FDIS in ISO lead.
Taking into account the response to DC whether the IEC & ISO jointly developed 80416 series (parts 1 to 3),
JWG 11 convinced that maintenance work for IEC 80416-1 Ed. 1 should be started – under endorsement of
ISO/TC 145 plenary to be held on 14th May 2004 in Prague.
Regarding SC 3C proposal to expand its given task agreed on in Montreal, received response from
ISO/TC 145 member bodies. The proposal was basically agreed by ISO/TC 145 with modification of wording.
JWG 11 members agreed that they were happy to accept either of the following wordings.
− To develop ISO/IEC 80416-4 and to maintain the ISO/IEC 80416 series; and to develop a common
structure, classification scheme and terminology for the joint IEC 60417 and ISO 7000 database, taking
into account existing ISO and IEC procedures.
− To develop ISO/IEC 80416-4 and to maintain the ISO/IEC 80416 series; and to develop a common
structure, classification scheme and terminology for the joint IEC 60417 and ISO 7000 database.
It is under endorsement of IEC/SC 3C and ISO/TC 145.
JWG 11 agreed that a further meeting would be required in 2004, but the date and venue were yet to be
decided.
3

IEC 60417 Database status

VT 60417 members have been working to “Change” the database without any concern, except very low
participation of some countries. Germany and Austria never made comment at evaluation stage and never
cast votes at validation stage.
Currently VT consists of 12 members nominated by 10 National Committees out of 17 P-members.

4

IEC – ISO Database on graphical symbols

According to a recent report (dated Friday 7th May) from IEC Central Office (Mr. A. Maislisch), the IEC – ISO
Database on graphical symbols complising IEC 60417 and ISO 7000 is ready. Some snapshots are annexed
to this report.
He said,
“We are almost ready with the joint database. You can take a look at it at the following URL:
http://www.graphical-symbols.info/equipment
It has three variants:
1. Full collection (IEC 60417 and ISO 7000)
2. IEC 60417 only
3. ISO 7000 only
In reality all the data is in a single database, but depending on the customer subscription the user will
see it as one of the above variants. The intention is to move all the current IEC 60417 users to the
new database and to discontinue with the old database. This will hopefully be entirely transparent to
the users. The new database is expected to go live beginning June 2004.”
He made demonstration and teach-in to ISO/CS offices including Mrs. Marie-Noelle Bourquin on Thursday
6th May 2004. She is expected to report it (and possibly demonstrate it at ISO/TC 145 meetings in Prague in
the week 10th May 2004).
Secretary SC 3C was invited to answer some editorial questions and also to review the new database in
detail. He sent answers to most of the questions as quick action to align contents from ISO 7000 graphical
symbols.
The last page of this report includes current access right classified.
-------------------------Report was written by H. Ikeda, Secretary for SC 3C, on 2004-05-09

Annex A
Follow-up on decisions taken in Montreal
#
1

Decision
SC 3C supported the agreement in principle between ISO/TMB
and IEC/SMB and agreed to the establishment of a joint graphical
symbols database comprising IEC 60417 and ISO 7000.

2

In view of the fact that an official release of the IEC/ISO joint
database was expected early 2004, necessary work should be
started as early as possible.
SC 3C would make a proposal how to collaborate, as the first
step, with ISO/TC 145/SC 3 by expanding the scope of existing
JWG 11 with ISO/TC 145 as follows; ISO/TC 145 is invited to
concur to this the new scope.
Proposed new scope:
To develop ISO/IEC 80416-4 and to maintain the ISO/IEC
80416 series; and to develop a common structure,
classification scheme and terminology for the joint IEC
60417 and ISO 7000 database being aligned to existing
procedures for database standards.
Secretariat was asked to circulate 3C/996A/INF as a DC.

3

4

5

Secretary was asked to circulate a DC, in advance of MCR’s,
with deadline 2004-01-16, asking any revision necessary for
Parts 1, 2 and 3 of the IEC and ISO jointly developed standard
80416.

6

In the light of horizontal application of IEC 60417-5008, TC 16
request should be circulated as a CVD for wider perspective
instead of Fast Procedure, as an exceptional case from Annex J,
IEC supplement to ISO/IEC Directives Ed.4.

7

C00012 should be handled in Fast Procedure and SC 3C
requested TC 62 to respond to the technical advice received from
experts in the field of SC 3C as documented in C00012
Secretary was requested to ask German NC to clarify its
comment DE 2 in 3C/1078A/CC on graphical symbol 5957 Pr in
terms of which “many” technical committees were using the
alternative graphical symbol.

8

9

10
11

SC 3C asked the secretariat to make survey to clarify the
following terms and definitions together with graphical
representations; monitor, display, screen and image to be used
not only in 3C/1075/CD but also in IEC 60417.
C00014 shall be put to voting by VT 60417 as an exceptional
case.
SC 3C agreed to cancel Projects IEC 60417 f99 Ed.1 and IEC
60417 f6703 Ed.1.0.

Follow-up
IEC/CO and ISO/CS came up with
a new site http://www.graphicalsymbols.info/equipment. See item
4 of this report.
See below.
Liaison statement was sent to
ISO/TC145, which asked National
Bodies; agreed in principle with
modification of wording of the new
task as reported by 3C/1134/INF.
See item 2 of this report for further
follow up by JWG 11

Done as 3C/1117/DC and agreed
as in 3C/1131/INF. Received
comments were implemented as
in 3C/1144/INF.
Done as 3C/1118/DC; response
was summarized in 3C/1132/INF.
ISO/TC145 took action
synchronously.
IEC 80416-1 should be revised.
MCR will be issued.
Done by 3C/1121/CDV. Vote was
closed and approved basically.
However, CZ and UK opposed to
change IEC 60417-5008.
TC 16 was asked to how to
respond those oppositions, but no
reply received. Further action is
pending.
Done.
TC 62 was asked, but no further
progress.
Head of delegate of DE NC was
asked by e-mail, but no reply
received.
Corresponding 3C/1154/CDV
based on 3C/1078A/CC is under
voting.
Done within the secretariat and
documented.
Done.
Done.

Annex B
Snapshots of IEC – ISO Database on graphical symbols

Figure B.1 – Opening page

Figure B.2 – Logged in page with admin password

Figure B.3 – Example of search results with keyword “motor”

